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Abstract—This paper describes the design and implementation of
a hardware setup for online monitoring of 24 refrigerators inside
blood bank center using the microcontroller and CAN bus for
communications between each node. Due to the security of locations
in the blood bank hall and difficulty of monitoring of each
refrigerator separately, this work proposes a solution to monitor all
the blood bank refrigerators in one location. CAN-bus system is used
because it has many applications and advantages, especially for this
system due to easy in use, low cost, providing a reduction in wiring,
fast to repair and easily expanding the project without a problem.

Keywords—Control Area Network (CAN), monitoring blood
bank center, PIC microcontroller, MPLAB IDE.
I. INTRODUCTION

T

HERE is three main components of blood RBC, platelet,
and plasma each component should be stored in different
refrigerators because of the temperature limit’s range. For
example, RBC needs to be stored at a temperature 20 to 24°C,
Plasma needs a temperature from -18 to -20°C, and Platelet
needs an environment from 1 to 6°C. Due to security location
in the blood bank hall, it is difficult to monitor the temperature
of each of the refrigerators separately. This hardware
development solves the problem by monitoring all
refrigerators in one place and sited each refrigerator in a
limited temperature range depends on a blood component
permitted temperature. The developed system includes four
nodes, which are named as RBC, plasma, platelet, and display
modes. The nodes of RBC, plasma, and platelet have a
thermometer to read the temperature of each refrigerator and
send them to the LCD display. In addition, each node sends
alarm address of each refrigerator to the LCD display when
override temperature is occurring. To implement an efficient
communication between the nodes, the CAN bus protocol is
employed.
The CAN bus is developed by Robert Bosch in the 1980’s
and is used as a multi-master protocol that can have a
maximum signal rate of 1Mbps [1]. The idea of CAN came
about to solve an ever increasing demand for the multiple
Electronic Control Module (ECM) networking. CAN uses a
smaller packet sizes to deliver messages throughout the CAN
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bus. For this reason, messages like temperature could be sent
from one node to another with accuracy and with little cost.
CAN is an International Standardization Organization (ISO)
defined serial communications bus originally developed for
the automotive industry that replaces the complex wiring
harness today. The specification calls for high immunity to
electrical interference (EMI). For these features, CAN’s
popularity is used in a variety of industries including building
automation, medical, and manufacturing [2]. The CAN
communications protocol, ISO-11898 describes how
information is passed between devices on the network. Actual
communication between devices connected with the physical
medium is defined by the physical layer of the model. The
ISO 11898 architecture defines the Data Link Layer (DLL)
and the Physical Layer to ensure compatibility between CAN
transceivers and only the transceivers [3].
We designed the employed principles to monitor the blood
centers by using MPLAB and C code. PIC microcontrollers
are used to implement the hardware architecture of each node.
The nodes that have a thermometer to read the temperatures in
the blood centers, communicate with the display node through
in implementing CAN bus system.
II. HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE
The hardware module is consisting of four main nodes, each
node in different places and collects all refrigerator
temperatures in one place. Also each node sends data to the
bus.Our hardware is simulated in a one card and consist it
Peripheral Interface Controller (PIC18F458), Control Area
Network (CAN) Transceiver, Voltage Regulator (LM7805C),
Temperature sensor LM35, Liquid Crystal Display (LCD)
2X16 (2 line and 16 character display) Buzzer, LED,7
channels Darlington Sink Driver (ULN2003APG), Push
button switch.
A. Peripheral Interface Controller (PIC)
PIC microcontroller is a device that has internal memory;
Read Only Memory (ROM), Random Access Memory
(RAM), Central Processing Unit (CPU) and Input/output (IO)
ports. All of these parts are built on a one chip called a
microcontroller. PIC basically has a few KB of ROM, 256 or
less bytes of RAM, 256 bytes of Electrically Erasable
Programmable Read Only Memory (EEPROM) and several
analog and digital IO lines. Microcontroller also has many
types and different pins such as 28, 40 and 44 pins depend on
the function of the microcontroller. For example, PIC18F458
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haas five ports, pport A, B, C, D and E. It alsso has Typicaal 1536
Byytes Of Data R
Ram, 256 Byttes Of EEEPR
ROM And Opeerating
freequency 40 M
MHz, 34 Input /output Pins, 4 Timer, 8 Chhannel
(10-bit) ADC (aanalogue to diggital converterr) [4].

trannsmission overr the Bus cabbling as shownn in Fig. 2. It also
provvides a bufferr between thee CAN controoller and the high
volttage spikes thaat can be geneerated on the C
CAN Bus.
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B. Controllerr Area Networkk (CAN) Transsceiver
The MCP25661 [5] shown in Fig. 1 is a high-speed CAN,
fauult-tolerant device that serrves as the iinterface betw
ween a
CA
AN protocol ccontroller andd the physical bus. The MCP2561
prrovides differeential transmiit and receivee capability ffor the
CA
AN protocol controller andd is completeely compatiblee with
the ISO-118988 standard physical layyer, includingg 5V
requirements. Itt will operatee at speeds off 1 Mb/s. Typpically;
C
system must
m have a ddevice to convvert the
eaach node in a CAN
digital data gennerated by a CA
AN controllerr to data suitabble for

Fig. 1 CAN
N Transceiver

Fig. 2 C
CAN Bus Blockk Diagram

The main features are it supports 1 M
Mb/s operationn. It is
V and 24V sysstems. It is a llow current sttandby
suuitable for 12V
opperation. Therre is protectioon against daamage due too short
cirrcuit conditionns (positive or negative batttery voltage).. Also,
there is protecttion against hhigh-voltage trransients and it has
mal shutdownn protection. U
Up to 112 noddes can
Auutomatic therm
bee connected.
C. LM7805C
C Voltage Reguulator
The operatingg voltage rangge of PIC18F4458 is 2.0V too 5.5V.
Soo LM7805C w
which is a +5.00V 1A voltagge regulator, iss used.
It is a linear voltage regulator that prooduces a relaatively
coonstant outputt voltage of +5VDC. Theere is an inpuut pin,
whhich must gennerally be greeater than +7V
VDC, a grounnd pin,
annd an output piin as shown inn Fig. 3.
D. Analog to Digital Regullator
In physical w
world parameteers such as tem
mperature, preessure,
huumidity, and velocity
v
are annalog signals. A physical quuantity
is converted innto electrical signals. We need an anaalog to
digital converteer (ADC), whhich is an eleectronic circuuit that
coonverts continnuous signals into discretee form so thhat the
m
microcontroller can read the data [6]. As a PIC
m
microcontroller also have buiilt-in ADC, so the analog cirrcuitry
caan be connectted directly tto the PIC M
Microcontrollerr unit.
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How
wever, it depends on how
w much data unit supporteed in
elecctrically erassable program
mmable readd only mem
mory
(EE
EPROM) [7].
Voltagee
Input

+9V

LM7
7805C

Vin

Vout

Vo
oltage
O
Output

+5V

GND

F
Fig. 3 Voltage R
Regulator Circuuit

E
E. Temperaturre Sensor LM335
T
ThLM35 is an integrated cirrcuit sensor [8]. Shown in F
Fig. 4
thatt can be usedd to measure temperature with an electtrical
outpput proportionnal to the tem
mperature (in °C). It meassures
tem
mperature moree accurately tthan a using a thermistor. The
LM
M35 generates a higher outpput voltage thhan thermocouuples
andd may not reqquire that the output voltagge be amplifieed. It
i proportionaal to the Ceelsius
has an output vvoltage that is
mperature. The scale factor iis. 10V/°C. Thhe LM35 doess not
tem
requuire any externnal calibrationn Or trimmingg and maintainns an
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acccuracy of +/-00.4oC at room temperature aand +/- 0.8°C over a
raange of 0°C too +100°C. Annother importaant characteristic of
mps from its supply
s
the LM35 is thaat it draws onlly 60 micro am
annd possesses a low self-heaating capabilitty. The sensoor selfheeating causes less
l than 0.1°C
C temperaturee rise in still aiir. The
seensor has a sennsitivity of 10m
mV /°C.

Fig. 4 LM35 Temperature
T
Sennsor

III. SYSTEM
M CONFIGURAT
TION
This system is made up of four CAN
N nodes. Onee node
(called DISPLA
AY node) requuests the tempperature perioddically
annd displays itt on an LCD
D. This processs is then reppeated
coontinuously. The
T second, tthird and fouurth node readds the
tem
mperature oof all refrrigerators frrom an exxternal
seemiconductor temperature ssensor. This will
w be linear active
seensor that connverts temperaature to an annalog voltage. Also
eaach node is farr from togetheer in a differennt place. The cchosen
m
microprocessor will be the cost Efficientt is seeing thhat the
coontroller consiists of an alreeady included CAN modulee. This
coontroller will bbe the PIC18F
F series microo which contaiins the
foollowing CAN features:
 Complies w
with ISO CAN
N Conformancee Test,
 Message biit rates up to 1Mbps,
 Conforms tto CAN 2.0B Active
A
Spec w
with:

29-bit Identtifier Fields,

8-byte message length,

3 Transmit Message Buff
ffers with priorritization,

2 Receive M
Message Buffeers,

6 full, 29-bit Acceptancee Filters,

Prioritizatioon of Acceptannce Filters,

Multiple Reeceive Bufferss for High Prioority,

Messages too prevent losss due to overfloow,

Advanced E
Error Managem
ment Featuress.
The system iis designed suuch that each node will sennd and
receive messagees across a nettwork. Given w
we chose ECS
S Inc’s
Baud Rate will
w be
4 Mhz Oscillaator (ECS) ouur nominal B
will be networked together such that eachh node
255Kb/s. Nodes w
wiill perform ssome action given the vooltage outputt of a
tem
mperature sennsor. The tem
mperature senssor of choice is the
LM
M35DZ which provides uss a10mV perr degree Centtigrade
ouutput with no calibration neecessary. By uusing this sennsor to
read the output signal into PO
ORTA, pin RA
A1of the one of the
PIIC18F458 [9]. Controller’s Analog to Digital
D
Converrter. A
finnal PIC18F4558 microcontrooller will be used to display the
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tem
mperature in °C
C. The CAN M
Module Bit Tim
ming [10] is m
made
up of non-overlaapping segmennts. Each of these segmennts is
Quanta (TQ). The
madde up of inteeger units caalled Time Q
Nom
minal Bit Ratee (NBR) is deefined as the nnumber of bitss per
secoond transmittted by an ideal transsmitter with no
resyynchronizationn.

Fosc = 4 MH
Hz.
Tosc = 1/4M
M = 0.25 Microo S

Baud rate = 225 Kbit/s

If BRP = 4

+1) x Tosc = 22.5 Micro S

TQ = 2 X (4+
TBit = 1/25kk = 40 Micro S

TBit = TQ X 40/2.5

TBit = 16 TQ
Q

N
Nodes must haave same Nom
minal Bit Ratte (number off bits
per second).

TBIT = 1/Nom
minal
The Nominaal Bit Time is defined as: T
Bit Rate

Synchronizattion Jump Widdth (SJW): 1-44

Baud Rate Prrescaler (BRP): 1-64

Propagation T
Time Segmennt (Prop_Seg) 1 - 8

Phase Bufferr Segment 1 (P
Phase_Seg1) 11 8

Phase Bufferr Segment 2 (P
Phase_Seg2) 1-8
1
Prop Seg + Phase S
Seg 1 ≥ Phase Seg 2
Sync Jump Width
Phhase Seg 2 ≥ S






T
These timing bbits for our prooject were founnd to be:
SJW = 1;
BRP = 4;
Phase_Seg1 = 4;
Phase_Seg2 = 3;
Prop_Seg = 3
Prop Seg + Phase Seg
S 19≥ Phasee Seg 2
Prop Seg + Phhase Seg 1 = 7
Phhase Seg 2 ≥ S
Sync Jump Width
IV. THE IMPLEMEENTED ALGORIITHMS

T
This project iss a four nodee CAN bus pproject, whichh are
Dispplay, Plasma, platelet, and R
RBC node as sshown in Fig. 5.
A
A. Display Nodde
T
The display noode is consistting of a PIC
C18f458, a 4 M
MHz
Osccillator, a transceiver MCP22561, 7channeel Darlington Sink
Drivver ULN20033APG is connnected to thee PORTE of PIC,
Buzzzer, LED andd an LCD is connected to thhe PIC via port D.
All the componennts interface w
with each otheer and work bbased
on a specified alggorithm. Usinng C-Language that is comppiled
on MPLAB v.992 we have programmedd the PIC. The
PIC
C18f458 has onne build in CA
AN module annd CAN controoller.
Thiss facilitates thhe CAN projeect because thhere is an inteernal
inteerface betweenn the CAN m
module and thee CAN controoller.
Thee shows the cirrcuit diagram of the Node.
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The first thinng must be donne is initializinng the CAN m
module.
Ussing the speccified CAN innitializing parrameter and w
written
coode functions in C, the CA
AN module is initialized. T
Then it
shhould be put the CAN moodule in the C
CONFIG modde and
mu
must be set soome parameterrs in the massks and filterrs. We
asssign the filter B2-F3 for thiis node and seet the band passs as 6
foor RBC, 7 for platelet
p
and 8 for plasma noode. That meanns this
CA
AN module ppasses any m
messages with identificationn of 6
duuring setting ffilter to 6 andd so on. Thenn the Module is put
baack to NORM
MAL mode, w
which means that it is reaady to
woork.
Initializing thhe LCD so ass to be ready to get the daata and
shhow it. After initializing thhe LCD, the node
n
should send
s
a

messsage to the buus that containns character “T
T”, as a symbol of
tem
mperature, withh a specified identifier, for eexample 65 inn our
casee. Reading thee messages onn the bus, this module passees all
messsages that havve 6 during fiilter setting ass 6 identifiers. The
messsages with ID
D=6 contain thhe data of tem
mperature thatt has
beenn sent by anoother node, w
which is RBC (Red Blood C
Cell)
nodde in our case and so on. Thhis node sendss the characterr “T”
to thhe bus, reads the
t temperaturre data on the bus every seccond,
andd shows the Teemperature in a suitable position on the LCD
L
continuously whhich is the uupdated tempperature from
m the
mperature Nodde.
Tem
A
All the necesssary procedurees to achieve the display nnode
algoorithm are shoown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 5 Bloodd Bank Center ddesigned layout

Fig. 6 Display Node Schem
matic Diagram
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F
Fig. 7 Flow Chaart For CAN Baased Display Noode

B. Red Bloodd Cell (RBC), P
Platelet and P
Plasma Node
This node haas the followinng componentts: a PIC18f458, an
M35 temperaature sensor, a 4 MHz Oscillator, annd an
LM
M
MCP2561 transsceiver. The teemperature sennsor is conneccted to
the Analog to Digital Convverter (ADC) which is a m
module
The structure of the
inside the PIC through Portt A (RA1). T
noode is illustrateed in Fig. 8.
We configuree the module in the similarr way we do ffor the
Diisplay Node eexcept the filteer that need too be set to 65 so
s that
it passes the messages
m
on thhe bus that are being sent bby the
display node. T
The ADC moodule should be configureed and
turned on so as that it can coonvert the anallog input signnal that
coomes from thee temperaturee sensor. The temperature sensor
coontinuously reeads the actuual temperatuure and sendds the
tem
mperature as a voltage siggnal to ADC input pin whhich is
RA
A1 in my casee. The node reeads the messages on the buus and
fillters all the messages exxcept the onees have 65 as an
iddentifier. As soon
s
as the nnode reads thee message wiith the
coorrect identifieer, it checks iif the data conntains the chaaracter
“T
T”. If there is a character “T
T” in the messsage, the RBC
C node
reads the outpput of the ACD and buillds a CAN ppacket
message that coontains the acttual temperatuure data and seends it
m
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to thhe bus with thhe identifier oof 6. Similarlyy, the platelett and
plassma nodes buuild the messaages containinng the temperaature
infoormation and send them too the CAN buus with differrence
idenntifier. We ussed the identiifiers 7, 8 for the platelet and
plassma nodes reespectively. T
The reading bus and sennding
tem
mperature to thhe bus is a loop procedure that occurs every
e
secoond. Fig. 9 shoows the flowcchart that expllains the algorrithm
of thhe RBC, plateelet, and plasm
ma node.
V
V. RESULTS AN
ND DISCUSSIO
ON
1) Fig. 10 show
ws the resultt of the desiggned system after
collecting annd running thhe system. Thhe LCD node that
sends the data to the bus, collecting daata on the buss and
then shows tthe three nodees Temperaturee in Celsius inn the
second row of
o the LCD. W
While being shows the nam
me of
each Refrigeerators and thee alarm addresss on the firstt row
of the LCD. The temperatuure shown onn the LCD chaanges
based on the data, which is
i generated aand sent to thee bus
by the RBC,, platelet and plasma node. The temperaature
sensor continuously reaads the tempperature and the
temperature nnode generatees the CAN paacket data andd put
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it on the buus every seconnd. Thereforee, a temperaturre that
is shown onn the LCD getts updated eveery second.
2)) The alarm ((Address on thhe LCD, Buzzzer and LED) works
properly acccording to thhe designed aalgorithm. It turned
ON when tthe temperaturre greater or lless than the limited
range and iit turned OFF when the tem
mperature rem
maining
in the norm
mal range.

3) We can see tthe data flow oon the bus usinng an oscilloscope
as it is illusttrated in Fig. 10. We can see the data as a
pulse train oon both CAN high and CAN
N low. The uupper
part which iss in yellow is CAN high, whhile the lowerr part
which is in bblue color is thhe data on CAN
N low. Noticee that
there is the ssame data on C
CAN high and low part, exxcept
they are negaative to each oother.

Fig. 8 RBC, Platelett and Plasma Noode schematic ddiagram

AN Based RBC
C, Platelet and P
Plasma Node
Fig. 9 Floow Chart for CA
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Fig. 10 The O
Overall Hardwarre System Boarrd

VI. CO
ONCLUSION
The four noddes CAN bus system
s
designeed and implem
mented
suuccessfully annd the data eexchanges beetween all thee four
noodes. The PIC
C18f458 is useed in each of the four nodees. The
PIIC18f458 that used in displaay node interffaced with an LM35
tem
mperature sennsor and the CAN bus. Thhe node is read the
tem
mperature froom the sensorr and build a CAN packagge data
annd then put it oon the can buss as well as thee node read thhe data
onn the bus succcessfully. Anoother node haas been designned in
this project thatt connected too an LCD and has sent the ddata to
CD successfullly. The LCD ((display) nodee could
shhow on the LC

sendd and read thee data on the bus perfectly,, Also it turneed on
andd off the LE
ED and Buzzzer successfu
fully in case the
mperature is greater
g
or less than the liimited range. We
tem
conclude that onee of the most important andd sensitive parrts in
N system at the baud ratte and timingg parameters. It’s
CAN
neceessary to folloow the CAN ddata sheet and all the compoonent
dataa sheets, whicch has been used
u
in the deesign, to buildd the
corrrect timing paarameters andd consequentlyy get the accuurate
inteerface betweenn the PICs that have been used in the C
CAN
bus system.

Fig. 11 Osciilloscope measuuring data flow oon the bus of CA
AN bus system
m
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